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Reaction products in clusters containing an alkali metal atom (M) Na, K, and Cs) and methyl propiolate
(MP) molecules have been examined from results of photoionization efficiency (PIE) curve measurements.
Two distinct humps were commonly observed in the PIE curves of Cs(MP)n for n g 3, whereas a relatively
smooth curve was obtained forn ) 2. In the photoionization mass spectra of M(MP)n, an intensity anomaly
at n ) 3 was commonly observed as reported in the previous paper, which was due to a cyclotrimerization
reaction producing a benzene derivative (trimethyl benzenetricarboxylate, BT). From the results of quantum
chemical calculations for reacted and unreacted isomers, these two humps originate from two isomers with
different ionization thresholds; the lower threshold is ascribed to a solvation-type isomer, Cs(MP)3, and the
higher value comes from a reacted isomer composed of a cesium atom and a BT molecule. From the relative
intensity of two isomers, the intracluster cyclotrimerization reaction producing BT is found to proceed efficiently
in the present M-MP clusters.

Introduction

The cyclotrimerization reaction of acetylene derivatives has
received much attention as a method for the preparation of
aromatic compounds.1 This reaction has been extensively studied
in the condensed phase2-4 as well as on metal surfaces5 from
the pioneering work by Reppe and co-workers,2 who suggested
the metal-catalyzed mechanism of this reaction for the first time.
In general, transition-metal complexes have been used as
catalysts for this reaction. The mechanism of this reaction has
received much attention in order to design new catalytic reagents
and synthetic routes.6 For this purpose, a molecular level study
on the chemical reactions is important for elucidation of
energetics and kinetics. Gas-phase studies of the chemical
reactions have some advantages: (1) assignment and time
evolution of the sequential reaction product are directly obtained
from a mass spectrometric method and (2) size-dependent
reactivity can be discussed without solvent effects.

Gas-phase studies of metal-mediated cyclotrimerization reac-
tion of acetylene molecules have been performed by Schwarz
and co-workers.7,8 They were able to identify the cyclotrimer-
ization in the Fe+-C2H2 system by mass spectrometry and
collision-induced dissociation measurements using a Fourier-
transform ion cyclotron resonance apparatus.7 In the gas-phase,
metal-catalyzed benzene formation has also been reported in
transition-metal ion-ethylene complexes.9-11 This reaction was
found to be composed of two steps: acetylene molecules were
first produced sequentially via dehydrogenation of ethylene
molecules by the metal cation (M+), then the cyclotrimerization
of acetylene proceeds in the M+(acetylene)n complex. In recent
years, Heiz and co-workers investigated a reactivity of palladium
clusters deposited on a MgO(100) surface toward acetylene
polymerization.12 They found that the cyclotrimerization to form
benzene molecules proceeds on palladium clusters and that this

reaction is promoted by metal atoms or clusters on defect sites
(oxygen vacancy) having anionic nature.13

Ionic polymerization is known to be another reaction with
sequential coupling of unsaturated compounds. In the gas phase,
ionic polymerization has been studied to some extent for
acetylene derivatives14,15 as well as for vinyl compounds.16-28

Garvey and co-workers have studied intracluster reactions of
acetylene and methyl acetylene cluster cations.14 In the mass
spectra of cluster ions of acetylene derivatives, (HCtCR)n+,
an intensity anomaly atn ) 3 was commonly observed, which
was explained by the intracluster cyclization producing a
benzene derivative.14 Formation of a covalently bonded cyclic
molecule was also found in the acetylene-acetone heteroclus-
ter.15 As for vinyl compounds, Kondow and co-workers have
found that the cyclotrimerization reaction proceeds in the
acrylonitrile (AN) cluster anions from the studies of mass
spectrometry,16 photodissociation,17,18 collision-induced dis-
sociation,19 and photoelectron spectroscopy.20,21 Similar intra-
cluster reactions in alkali metal atom-vinyl compound clusters
were also reported by the authors’ group.22-28 In the photoion-
ization mass spectra of clusters containing an alkali metal atom
(M ) Li, Na, and K) and vinyl molecules (VM; AN, acrylic
ester, methacrylic ester, methyl vinyl ketone), M(VM)n, an
intensity anomaly was commonly observed atn ) 3.22-26 This
feature was explained by the cyclotrimerization reaction produc-
ing cyclohexane derivatives initiated by the alkali metal atom.
In addition, intensity anomalies atn ) 3k (k ) 1-4) were also
found in the M-AN system,22,23 which was explained by the
sequential production of cyclohexane derivatives. In M-AN
clusters, cyclohexane ring formation was confirmed by the size
distribution of metastable dissociation from K+(AN)n photo-
ions,22 photodissociation of the neutral clusters,23 and negative-
ion photoelectron spectroscopy.27 On the other hand, there are
few studies on the metal-mediated cyclotrimerization of acety-
lene derivatives in the gas-phase neutral systems; very recently,
we reported the intracluster cyclization reaction in an alkali
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metal atom-methyl propiolate molecule clusters produced by
the laser vaporization method.28

In the present paper, we have further examined the intracluster
reaction in clusters containing an alkali metal atom (M) Na,
K, and Cs) and methyl propiolate molecules (MP; HCt
CCOOCH3) from the results of photoionization efficiency (PIE)
curve measurements and quantum chemical calculations based
on density functional theory (DFT). We have determined
ionization thresholds of Cs(MP)n (n ) 2-6) from PIE curve
measurements. From the comparison between theory and
experiment, we have confirmed the benzene derivative formation
by intracluster anionic polymerization and have found the
coexistence of reacted and unreacted isomers. Furthermore, the
relative abundance of the reacted isomer was also discussed. In
addition, we have also examined the effects of a laser vaporiza-
tion method on the intracluster reaction by comparing with
another type of alkali metal source.

Experimental Section

The experimental apparatus was previously described in
detail.22 The apparatus is composed of three-stage differentially
evacuated chambers that contain a cluster source and a reflec-
tron-type time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOF-MS). Clusters
containing an alkali metal atom and MP molecules were
produced by a pick-up source29-31 with a combination of an
alkali metal atom source using laser vaporization or a high-
temperature pulse valve32 and a pulsed supersonic jet. Schematic
diagrams of the two types of cluster sources used in the present
experiment are shown in Figure 1. In the laser vaporization
source as shown in Figure 1a, the second harmonic output of a
Nd:YAG laser was focused onto an alkali metal rod, which was
translated and rotated so as to stabilize the vaporization
condition. Generated alkali atoms were immediately collided
with molecular clusters produced in the pulsed supersonic
expansion via a pulse valve (General Valve, Series 9, orifice
diameter 0.8 mm) at∼10 mm downstream of the nozzle. The
MP vapor mixed with helium buffer gas (Nihon Sanso,
99.9999% pure) was expanded from the pulse valve. Generated
charged particles were removed by a static electric field after
collimation with a conical skimmer (throat diameter of 3 mm).
We also utilize a high-temperature pulse valve as shown in
Figure 1b for the source of potassium and cesium atoms. This
pulse valve can be heated to 500°C, and the temperature of
the valve was monitored by a thermocouple. The nozzle exit of
the valve was usually kept at∼320 °C for cesium, at which
temperature the cesium vapor pressure is estimated to be 3.0
Torr. For the potassium case, the nozzle temperature and the
vapor pressure were kept at∼360°C and 1.5 Torr, respectively.
Alkali metal vapor was diluted by helium buffer gas of∼0.5
atm. Produced alkali atoms were collided with the molecular
clusters in the pulsed supersonic expansion region at∼50 mm

downstream from the nozzle of the molecular cluster source.
In both sources, clusters containing only one metal atom were
predominantly produced because of the low concentration of
the metal atoms in the cluster generation region. Produced binary
clusters were introduced into the TOF-MS chamber after the
collimation by the conical skimmer.

The neutral clusters were ionized by irradiation with a pulsed
laser beam in the acceleration region of the TOF-MS. Frequency-
doubled output of a dye laser (Spectra-Physics, PDL-2 and Inrad,
Autotracker III) pumped by a Nd:YAG laser (Spectra-Physics,
GCR-150-10) was used as a photoionization light source. The
laser fluence was kept under 4 mJ/cm2 in order to avoid
multiphoton processes. Photoions were accelerated to∼3 keV
by using Wiley-McLaren-type electrodes. These ions were
reflected back to an ion detector by reflection electrodes after
traveling a field-free region of∼1100-mm length. After traveling
the second field-free region (700-mm length), ions were detected
by a dual microchannel plate (MCP, Hamamatsu Photonics,
F1552-21S). Ion signals were averaged over 1000 laser shots
at a given photoionization wavelength by a digital storage
oscilloscope (LeCroy, 9344C), and the data were transferred to
a personal computer via a GPIB computer interface. The
ionization efficiency was obtained as the cluster ion intensity
relative to that of the cesium atomic ion in order to reduce the
fluctuation of the cluster source and of the ionization laser
power. Obtained photoionization efficiency curves were also
averaged over more than three independent measurements.

The sample rods of sodium (Rare Metallic, 99.9% pure) and
potassium (Aldrich, 99.5% pure) were made under nitrogen
atmosphere in a vacuum drybox (UNICO, UN650F) so as to
avoid a reaction with water in the air. Potassium and cesium
(Aldrich, 99.95% pure) were introduced to the high-temperature
pulse valve also under nitrogen atmosphere in the vacuum
drybox. The MP sample (Aldrich, 99%) was used without
further purification.

Theoretical Calculations

Density functional calculations for M(MP)3 (M ) Na, K)
clusters were performed in order to obtain ionization thresholds
of the clusters. All calculations were carried out by using the
Gaussian 98 program package.33 The B3LYP functional34 was
utilized in conjunction with the 6-31G(d) basis set for H, C, O,
and Na, and the 6-311+G(2d) basis set was used for K. The
M(MP)3 clusters were optimized for the structure with the
highest symmetry, where each M-MP portion is similar to that
of the most stable structure of a 1:1 complex reported previ-
ously.28 For geometry optimization of the reaction product,
which contains the alkali metal atom and the trimethyl 1,3,5-
benzenetricarboxylate (BT) molecule, we start optimization from
the most stable isomer of the BT molecule. Adiabatic ionization
energies were obtained from an energy difference between the

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of pick-up-type cluster sources of an alkali metal atom with MP molecules. (a) The laser vaporization type and (b)
the high-temperature pulse valve. Both of the alkali metal sources were combined with pulsed supersonic jets of MP molecules.
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optimized neutral complex and the corresponding cation. We
also estimated vibrational frequencies for both isomers from
the frequency analysis. Obtained vibrational frequencies were
used without multiplying any scaling factors.

Results and Discussion

A. Photoionization Mass Spectra.Typical photoionization
mass spectra of M(MP)n (M ) Na and K) clusters produced by
the laser-vaporization source are shown in Figure 2. These mass
spectra, obtained by one-photon ionization with a laser beam
at 5.64 eV, were almost similar with the result in the previous
paper;28 an intensity anomaly atn ) 3 was commonly observed
in the sodium and potassium systems. In Figure 2a, cluster ion
series of Na+(MP)n was predominantly observed along with
additional side peaks assignable to Na+(MP)n(H2O), which are
due to water impurity in the MP sample. In Figure 2b, cluster
ions of K+(MP)n were mainly observed, and the side peaks of
K+(MP)n(H2O)m were hardly observed because of the absence
of water impurity. In both systems, the cluster ions of M+(MP)3
were more abundant than adjacent cluster sizes. This feature
was almost independent of the ionization energy ranging from
4.90 to 5.64 eV.

Figure 3 shows typical photoionization mass spectra of
M(MP)n (M ) K and Cs) generated by the source using the
high-temperature pulse valve. In these mass spectra, cluster ion
series of M+(MP)n (M ) K and Cs) was predominantly
observed. In Figure 3b, several side peaks were also observed
beside the largen clusters. These ions are probably due to some
kind of impurity in the high-temperature pulse valve, although
accurate assignment for these ions is not possible. In both mass
spectra, the intensities of Cs+(MP)3 and K+(MP)3 ions were
also higher than those of adjacent sizes, and this feature was
commonly observed for the ionization laser energy from 4.90
to 5.64 eV. From the consideration of the relative stability of
the neutral clusters, intensity anomaly atn ) 3 was concluded
to be due to intracluster cyclotrimerization reaction producing

a BT molecule as discussed in the recent paper.28 We measured
PIE curves for Cs(MP)n clusters in order to confirm the benzene
formation and to determine ionization thresholds for these
clusters, as discussed in the next section.

B. Photoionization Efficiency Curves.Figure 4 shows PIE
curves of Cs(MP)n (n ) 2-6) clusters. These curves were
obtained by plotting the Cs+(MP)n intensity normalized by that
of the Cs+ ion in the same mass spectrum, to remove a
fluctuation of the cluster source condition, as a function of
ionizing photon energy. The ionization efficiency of Cs(MP)2

increases monotonically with the photon energy as shown in
Figure 4a. In contrast, two distinct rising steps were clearly
observed forn ) 3-6.

To explain this feature in PIE curves, we must consider two
possible isomers: (i) an alkali metal atom solvated by MP
molecules and (ii) a complex between the alkali metal atom
and a BT molecule with some additional MP molecules, details
of which structures are noted below. However, we at first
examine the possibility other than isomer coexistence, on the
assumption that only one isomer exists in the present experiment.
A PIE curve for Na(NH3) reported by Hertel and co-workers
also shows a structure with steps, and it was concluded to be
due to a vibrationally excited state of intermolecular stretching
mode.29 In the present case, almost all vibrational modes for
both isomers are calculated to be located below 3000 cm-1.
Only the CH stretching vibrations of methyl and H-CtC
groups are found to have frequencies above 3000 cm-1. These
energies are almost a half of the observed energy difference
between two rising steps, 6300 cm-1 (0.78 eV). Each C-H bond
length of cation complexes is almost the same as that of the
corresponding neutrals, whereas M-O bond lengths are slightly
(0.1-0.2 Å) different between the neutral and cation complexes
as shown in Figures 5 and 6. This suggests that the C-H bond
stretching vibrations are hardly excited in the photoionization
process. Therefore, the observed hump structures cannot be
explained by the vibrational excitation. Although vibrational
progressions are possibly observed in the present PIE curves,
we cannot obtain the clear structures due to such progressions.

Figure 2. Typical photoionization mass spectra of (a) Na(MP)n and
(b) K(MP)n obtained by 5.64-eV laser irradiation. These clusters were
produced by a pick-up source with a combination of the laser
vaporization and a pulsed supersonic jet. Fragment ions with a loss of
CH2 from M(MP)2 was denoted by a circle.

Figure 3. Typical photoionization mass spectra of (a) K(MP)n and
(b) Cs(MP)n obtained by 5.64-eV laser irradiation. These clusters were
produced by a pick-up source with a combination of the high-
temperature pulse valve and a pulsed supersonic jet.
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Another possibility for the stepped structures in PIE curves is
electronic excitations of the cluster ion. The first excited state
of the cesium cation was located at 13.3 eV above the ground
state.35 The excitation energy of the1(π,π*) r S0 transition of
a methyl benzoate molecule (C6H5COOCH3), which is expected
to have similar electronic states with the BT molecule, was
determined to be 35 926 cm-1 (4.45 eV).36 Thus, the possibility
of electronic excitations was excluded in the present observation.
Therefore, it is concluded that the step structure in PIE curves
is due to existence of several isomers with different ionization
energies.

C. Isomers and Ionization Energies.We calculated two
types of isomers, (i) solvated M(MP)3 and (ii) reacted M(BT)
noted above, based on DFT. Optimized structures of neutral
clusters and those of corresponding cations for these isomers
of Na and K systems are shown in Figures 5 and 6 for isomers
i and ii, respectively. For the neutral solvated isomers, slightly

different structures were obtained for Na-MP and K-MP
clusters; the K(MP)3 complex has a higher symmetric structure
than the Na(MP)3; in the latter, one MP molecule was distorted
rather than other two MP molecules. However, Na(MP)3 and
K(MP)3 have a similar binding nature between a metal atom
and MP molecules; each MP molecule is coordinated with the
metal atom from the carbonyl oxygen atom. Similar structures
with the neutral complexes were obtained in the cation
complexes. For the cation, sodium and potassium complexes
have similar structures to each other except for intermolecular
bond lengths. In the reacted isomers, M(BT), we found two

Figure 4. Photoionization efficiency curves for Cs(MP)n (n ) 2-6).
Two threshold values, which were determined from declines of the
curve by using least-squares fitting, are also indicated with arrows.
Dashed lines were fitting functions of the least-squares method.

Figure 5. Optimized structures of solvated isomers: (a) neutral
complexes of Na(MP)3 and K(MP)3 and (b) cation complexes of Na+-
(MP)3 and K+(MP)3. Intermolecular and C-H bond lengths are shown
in Å.

Figure 6. Optimized structures of reacted clusters: (a) neutral
complexes of Na(BT) and K(BT) and (b) corresponding cation
complexes of Na+(BT) and K+(BT). Intermolecular and C-H bond
lengths are shown in Å.
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isomers with different metal coordination sites: (1) a structure
in which the metal atom was positioned near the carbonyl
oxygen as shown in Figure 6 and (2) a symmetric isomer where
a metal atom was located on top of the benzene ring (not
shown). The isomer 1 for the K system was found to be 0.26
eV more stable than the isomer 2. Thus we consider ionization
energy only for the more stable isomers 1. Calculated adiabatic
ionization energies of these reacted and unreacted isomers are
summarized in Table 1. For the Na-MP system, the ionization
energy of the solvated Na(MP)3 isomer was 0.71 eV lower than
that of the reacted Na(BT) isomer. For the K-MP system, the
solvated K(MP)3 isomer has also a 0.76-eV lower ionization
energy than the reacted isomer. Although the quantitative
estimation of ionization energies in the present Cs-MP system
is necessary for the comparison with experimental results, it is
expected also for the Cs system that the reacted isomer has a
higher ionization energy than the solvated isomer. Calculated
ionization energy differences between reacted and solvated
isomers noted above almost coincide with the observed energy
difference between two threshold values. Therefore, we conclude
that the higher threshold value of Cs(MP)3, 4.72 eV, corresponds
to the reacted Cs(BT) isomer, and the lower value (3.94 eV) is
due to the solvated Cs(MP)3 isomer. This is also supported from
the fact that the intensity anomaly atn ) 3 was prominently
observed at ionization laser wavelength above 5 eV, whereas
the intensity anomaly was insignificant below 4.6 eV.

In the PIE curve of Cs(MP)2, the ion intensity is found to
increase monotonically with increasing photon energy, and there
is no clear feature for the structural isomers as observed forn
g 3 clusters. Several structural isomers, such as a solvated
isomer and a reacted cluster with a cyclic or a linear structure,
possibly exist also in then ) 2 cluster. Optimized structures
for isomers of Na(MP)2 are shown in Figure 7. Structures of
polymerized products were optimized from the possible 1,4-
addition products of the MP dimer. We estimated ionization

energies for these isomers of then ) 2 cluster as summarized
in Table 2. The ionization energy of the solvated isomer (4.25
eV) is comparable with the observed ionization threshold of
Cs(MP)2 (4.12 eV), although the metal atom is different. For
K-MP and Na-MP systems, ionization thresholds forn ) 3
were experimentally determined to be 4.6937 and 4.49 eV,28

respectively, of which values are expected to correspond to
thresholds for the reaction product, M(BT). This result suggests
that the ionization energy of these clusters does not sensitively
depend on the nature of alkali metal atoms. The reacted isomers
a-c are found to have higher ionization energies than the
solvated isomer. Thus we anticipate that the reacted isomers
coexist in Cs(MP)2, because its ion intensity monotonically
increases with increasing photon energy up to 5.6 eV. In then
) 3 case, polymerized products with linear structures are also
possible to coexist, although these structures are not yet
examined theoretically at present. From the results of then )
2 cluster, such an isomer is expected to have an ionization
energy between those of the solvated and the reacted isomer
with the cyclic structure. However, such a tendency was hardly
obtained in the PIE curve forn ) 3. Thus we can consider that
the linear isomers of reaction products barely exist in the case
of n ) 3.

For n ) 3, flat regions of relative intensities are clearly
observed for both isomers. Relative intensities in the flat regions
are expected to reflect the relative abundance of these isomers.
From the least-squares fitting of the flat regions, the relative
intensity ratio is estimated to be [solvated]/[reacted]) 0.15/
0.85. This result indicates that the benzene formation reaction
proceeds efficiently in the present condition.

D. Comparison of Two Types of Alkali Metal Sources.In
the laser vaporization method, metal atoms are possibly
produced with high kinetic energy.38 In addition, excited metal
atoms may also be generated.39 We examined effects of the laser
vaporization method to intracluster anionic polymerization,
although high kinetic energy of atoms is expected to be cooled
by multiple collisions with helium buffer gas in the present
condition. By using a high-temperature pulse valve as a metal
source, the mean kinetic energy of an alkali metal atom can be
suppressed to several hundreds of meV, whereas kinetic energy
distribution of magnesium monocations produced by the laser
vaporization was reported to have a maximum at several eV.38

For both spectra produced by the laser vaporization (Figure 2b)
and by the high-temperature pulse valve (Figure 3a), intensity
anomalies atn ) 3 were clearly observed, which indicate
intracluster anionic polymerization to produce the BT molecule.
Therefore the polymerization of MP molecules proceeds in a
thermal condition in the crossed beam configuration. Similar
results in the intensity anomaly were also observed in the
K-acrylonitrile system, in which intracluster anionic polym-
erization produces cyclohexane derivatives.40 Thus, we conclude
that the intracluster anionic polymerization initiated by the alkali

TABLE 1: Adiabatic Ionization Energies of M(MP) 3
Obtained by Density Functional Calculationsa

solvatedb/eV reactedb/eV

Na 3.53 4.24
K 3.27 4.03

a Structures of these complexes are shown in Figures 5 and 6.b An
ionization energy was estimated from the energy difference between
neutral and cation complexes without a correction of zero-point
vibrational energy.

Figure 7. Optimized structures of isomers for Na(MP)2 by the B3LYP/
6-311+G(d) level of calculations. Bond lengths are shown in Å.

TABLE 2: Adiabatic Ionization Energies of Several
Structural Isomers for Na(MP)2 Obtained by B3LYP/
6-311+G(d) Calculationsa

reacted

solvated isomera isomerb isomerc

ionization energyb/eV 4.25 4.71 5.03 5.50

a Structures of the isomers are shown in Figure 7.b An ionization
energy was estimated from the energy difference between neutral and
cation complexes without a correction of the zero-point vibrational
energy.
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metal atom proceeds in the ground state with little kinetic energy
effect of the clusters.

Conclusion

The reaction product in clusters containing an alkali metal
atom (Na, K, and Cs) and MP molecules have been examined
from the results of PIE curve measurements for Cs-MP clusters
and DFT calculations for Na-MP and K-MP systems. An
intensity anomaly atn ) 3 was commonly observed in the
photoionization mass spectra of M(MP)n in both types of alkali
metal sources, the laser vaporization source and the high-
temperature pulse valve. This feature was due to the intracluster
cyclotrimerization reaction producing benzene derivatives.
Furthermore, a structure in the PIE curve forn ) 3 was
significantly different from that forn ) 2; two ionization
thresholds were discerned in the PIE curve ofn ) 3, whereas
one ionization threshold can clearly be determined forn ) 2.
In the present system, two types of isomers are expected to exist
for n ) 3: an alkali metal atom solvated with MP molecules
and a complex between an alkali metal atom and the benzene
derivative that is a reaction product of intracluster polymeri-
zation. From the results of theoretical calculations, the solvated
isomer was found to have a lower ionization energy than the
reacted isomer, and the difference of ionization energies between
two isomers was estimated to be∼0.7 eV for K-MP and Na-
MP systems. This value is almost the same as the observed
energy difference between two ionization thresholds of Cs(MP)3.
Therefore, the high ionization threshold for Cs(MP)3 (4.72 eV)
is concluded to originate from the reacted isomer, and the lower
threshold value corresponds to the solvated isomer. In addition,
the relative intensity of the reacted isomer forn ) 3 was several
times larger than that of the unreacted one. This indicates that
the intracluster polymerization producing the benzene derivative
proceeds efficiently in the present system.
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